1/4/22 Ladd Elementary NEW Traffic Pattern to
address SNOW!
Due to the fact that several streets are single lane, including the normal stop, drop, & go,
and we have no busses this week, we need to make some changes for now. Also the Siku
Basin trail has NOT been plowed. This traffic pattern is potentially VERY dangerous for
children due to the two way traffic, so we need all parents to follow the directions on this
page and the staff outside that may make changes in the moment. Expect a significant time
waiting in line.
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WAITING LINE
NO ROOM TO PASS

Pick up & Drop off Curb Side Only
Stop, Drop, & Go

DO:
+ Drop-off & Pick Up your
child on curb side only of new
Stop, Drop, & Go
+ Begin drop off at 7:00 on no
bus week. 1/4-1/7
+ Pull all the way forward
+ Use the parking lot if you
need to get out of the car
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DON’T:
-Let your child cross
between traffic
-Get out of your car
-Wait until 8:00 to drop off
-Expect this to be quick
-Block Tanana lots on F
Street
-Get to school too early in PM

At 2:15, parents of Kindergarteners will be directed to the curb first. They will travel around the
loop to get to the curb. Other parents will wait in their car in the waiting line. At 2:30, other parents
will be allowed up to the curb. PLEASE allow these young children to get into their cars first and
then allow their parents to leave the traffic flow. This will make it easier for everyone. If you do not
have a Kindergartener, please do not come to the school until 2:30. EXPECT DELAYS!

